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From processes to objects 
A. Sernadas*, H.-D. Ehrich** and].-F. Costa* 

Abstract 

A mathematical modcl for objccts is givcn as an extcnsion of a suitable (interleaving) modcl for processes. 
Basically, an object is defined as a process endowed with trace-dependent atlributes. Although the extension is 
largely independent of the chosen process model, a specific model for finite deterministic processes is adopted for 
illustration purposes: the siruplest model supporting the distinction between active and passive processes, since 
such a distinction is shown to be important for objects. The joint behaviour of concurrent, interacting objects is 
described categorially. Several basic mechanisms for interaction are considered, including event sharing and event 
calling. 

1 - Introduction 

Object-oriented programming began as early as 1967 with the simulation language SIMULA 
[4), but its popularization is usually attributed to the advent of Smalltalk [11). Object-orientation 
has been proposed as a computation paradigm by itself [16, 15). However, after all these years 
it still Iacks an effective mathematical foundation. We might even argue that the very notion of 
object is yet to be agreed upon. But many of its essential aspects have been "frozen. [17, 1, 5, 
20], to the point where it seems to have become feasible to starr working towards a mathemati
cal model for objects. 

In our previous work [19, 9, 8, 7, 6) we contributcd to such a model for objects, object 
typcs, aggregation of concurrent, intcracting objects and rcification of objects with objects, capi
talizing in some analogies from algebraic data type theory. Indeed, according to the object
oriented view, a stack is not a data type, but a single object instance. As an object, a stack has 
an internal state that can be changed by certain operations (events) and observed through slots 
( attributes). 

On the other hand, as an object, the stack displays behaviour. That is, there is a process 
corresponding to its behaviour. Thus, basically, an object is a process endowed with trace
dependent attributes. Clearly, a mathematical model for objects must include a suitable model 
for processes. 

Several convenient, sophisticated mathcmatical modcls for processes have been proposed, 
such as those reported in [2, 14), taking some or all of the basic three approaches: axiomatiza
tion, denotational semantics and operational semantics. Many relevant issues, like nondetermin
ism and the limitations of the interleaving modcls, have been clarified and are by now weil 
understood. Other issues, like liveness or reification are yet under research. But, as a whole, the 
basic notion of a process, for instance according to the interleaving school of thought, is mathe
matically weil founded. This nice state of affairs is reflected from a perspective outside of the 
field (where the authors place themselves) in Hennessy's textbook [131. 
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In this paper, stressing the strong relationship to the models for processes, we present an 
extended version of our previous mathematical model for objects, in order to model the assym
metrical form of interaction between two objects known as event calling. The proposed object 
model is largely independent of the chosen model for processes. But, for illuslration purposes, 
a specific model for finite deterministic processes is adopted: the siruplest modcl supporting the 
distinction between active and passive processes, since such a distinction is shown to be impor
tant for objects. This rather simplistic process model is sufficicntly rich to illustrate the construc
tion of the object model. The paper is dedicated to object communication. Other important 
issues in object-orientation (like typing and inheritance) are completely ignored. 

As in [9, 8, 6] we make moderate use of a few category-theoretic notions. The reader may 
find all the necessary notions in the first chapters of Goldblat's textbook [12]. 

One of the most significant achievements of the proposed model for objects is a categorial 
construction of the aggregation of concurrent, interacting objccts (ibidem). Several basic mecha
nisms for interaction are considered, but emphasis is put herein in the event calling form of 
interaction that was not considered before. As a side effect, we obtain a categorial characteriza
tion of the parallel (interleaving) operation on processes, in the absence or in the presence of 
either symmetrical or assymmetrical communication. 

In section 2, the concept of object is informally reviewed and related to the underlying 
notion of process. In order to provide the setring for the envisaged mathematical model for 
objects, a simple modcl for finite deterministic processes is given in section 3 that allows the 
distinction between active and passive processes. In section 4, the dcfinition of object is given, 
adopting the process modcl of the previous scction. In section 5, the parallel composition of 
processes is presented as a colimit in a suitable category, induding the basic forms of symmet
rical object interaction, as weil as the traditional, assymetrical event calling mechanism. In sec
tion 6, the aggregation of objects is obtained by endehing parallel composition with the attri
butes of the objects. 

2 - Objects VS processes 

A computer system, when observed as a whole, is a symbolic machine that is able to 
perceive, manipulate, store, produce and transmit information. As such, the computer system is 
composed of two basic kinds of parts. On one hand, we have the storage components like files, 
records, databases and, of course, working areas in central memory. These storage components 
are able to keep lexical things like integers, names and so on, in general known as data. On 
the other hand, we have the process components like running application programs, transactions, 
operating systems programs and so on. These process components are responsible for the activ
ity of the computer system. They receive, manipulate and produce all sorts of data using, 
whenever necessary, the storage components. 

In spite of their apparent diversity, we can rccognise some important common features 
among thc parts of thc computer system. Forgetting data for the moment, both the storage and 
the process components have a distinct temporal and spatial cxistence. Any of them is created 
and evolves throughout time (ie, its state changes), possibly moving from one place to another, 
until it is finally destroyed (if it ever comes to happen). Any of them is able to retain data and 
is able to replace the data it is storing. Any of them can either be very persistent (with a long 
life) or transient (with a short life). 
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The only intrinsic difference between a so called storage component and a process com
ponent is in its liveness. The former is passive whereas the latter is active. That is to say, the 
latter has liveness requirements in the sense that it has the ability to reach desired goals by 
itself (eg termination of program execution), whereas the former waits passivcly for the interac
tions with the surrounding active components. In traditional jargon, the latter is given CPU 
resources, the former is not. 

Thus, we should Iook at all those components of the computer system as examples of the 
same concept - the object- with varying degrees of liveness and persistence. It is a shame 
that the Von Neumann computation paradigm has lived in this respect beyond its usefulness. It 
imposes an artificial boundary bctween active and passive objects, and between persistent and 
transient objects. Hence, the current computer technology (both hardware and software) pro
vides different tools for defining and supporting the four classes of objects. For instance, active 
transient objects are defined using a so called programming language, and are supported by the 
process manager of the operaring system; and passive persistent objects are nowadays defined 
using a database schema language, and supported by the database manager. 

The recent advances in object-oriented approaches promise a near future when it will be 
possible to work with an "object management system· providing uniform support to all classes 
of objects. According to this view, the world in general, and the computer systems in particular, 
are societies of interacting, fully concurrent objects, some of them active, some of them passive, 
and with varying degrees of persistence. 

Hence, the basic building block of computer systerns is the object, presented here as a 
process plus trace-dependent attributes. Moreover, objects can be put tagether through aggrega
tion. The resulting joint behaviour corresponds to the parallel composition of the component 
processes. Thus, aggregation appears as the extension of parallel composition to attributes. 

3 -A Simple model of active processes: fLC 

The envisaged finite lifc-cycle model ({LC) of deterministic processes is obtained from the 
traditional finite traces model (PS) by dropping the prefix-closed condition. Thus, according to 
flC, any finite set of traces is a process. For instance, wrt the event alphabet E={el'e), the set 
{ e1 el' e

1 
e

2
, e2 e1 

e) is a flC-process, but not a PS-process since it is not prefix-closed. 
Clearly, every PS-process is also aflC-process. Such a process is considered to be passive, 

since it is always ready to do "nothing". Those flC-processes that are not PS-processes display 
some activity. Indeed, we say that the process {e

1
el'e

1
e
2
,e

2
e

1
e

2
) above is active in the sense ~1at, 

for instance, after eA it is "willing" to make event e
2 

happen. 
Given any flC-process S we can calculate the corresponding passive process having the 

same trace language pc(S): the least prefix-closed set of traces containing S. For instance, 
pc({e

1 
e

1
, e

1 
e

2
, eA e))={E, e

1
, e

1 
e

1 
,e

1 
e

2
, e

2
, eA, e/

1 
e

2
). 

Two processes with the same prefix-closure are comparable wrt the activity degree: the 
less is the number of life-cycles, the greater is the activity. Thus, every process has at least the 
activity of its prefix-closure. This activity comparison should Iead to a partial-order among the 
processes. 

In order to generate the envisaged process domain, it is necessary to enrich the traditional 
language of finite, deterministic processes by distinguishing two forms of prefixing: active (!) 
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and passive (?). Informally, if p is a process term, both e?p and e.p are process terms. The 
former is traditionally written ep and corresponds to passive prefixing. The term e.p corresponds 
to active prefixing. Naturally, we envisage to impose 

[[e?p]J = (E} U (es: 5 E [[p]J} 
[[e!p]] = {es: 5 E [[p]]) 

Thus, the process {e
1
el'e

1
e

2
,elJe) above is denoted, for example, by the process term 

e
1
!(e

1
!+ez')+e

2
!e

1
!e). And its prefix-closure is dcnoted by e/(e/+e/)+e}e/el Betwecn these two 

extremes we have several processes with the samc trace language but different degrees of activ
ity, such as e/(e1!+ep+e)e/el 

The remainder of this section is dcdicated to fLC-processcs, presenting the envisaged pro
cess language, dcnotational partial-arder semantics and incquational inference system. The corre
sponding operational semantics and suitable testing mcthodology is left out because they are 
too lengthy to include herein. We follow closely the algebraic characterization style adopted in 
[13] for finite, dcterministic processes. Further details and proofs omitted herein can be found in 
[3]. Thercin, the operational semantics, the tcsting methodology (able to distinguish bctween 
passive and active processes) and a full abstraction result (of the denotational semantics wrt the 
testing preorder) is also presented in detail. 

Language of process terms 

Given a countable alphabet E of events, the language corresponds to the term algebra ~ 
over the signature .L=.L0u~}u~?, where L0={nil), L1={tR: eE E)u{e!: eE E) (pr~fixing), and L2={+} 
(choice). Each D, for j= 0 .. 2 is the set of the j-ary operation symbols. As usual, we write e?p 
and e.p instead of e?(p) and e!(p), respectively, as weil as e? and e. instead of e? (nil) and e! (1zil). 
Moreover, we assume that prcfixing has priority over choice. Whenevcr necessary, given a set X 
(of variables), we shall also use the algcbra T.JX) of terms over the signature L enriched with 
the elements of X as unary symbols. 

Partial-order denotational semantics 

We impose a po denotational semantics for the process terms by choosing a L-po algebra 
A=< I AI '~A,LA>, where I AI is the carrier set (its elements are called A-processes), ~A is a par
tial-order over I AI , and .LA provides for each n-ary symbol f of .L a n-ary function ~ wirhin 
I AI. Then, the denotation of a process term p is taken to be iA(jJ), where iA is the unique 
homomorphism from Tr. into A (recall that Tr. endowed with the po identity is initial among the 
L-po algebras). Whenever the target algebra A is clear from the context, we write i(p) and 
preferably [[p]] instead of i/p). 

As expected, wrt such a model A, two process tcrms p and p' are said to be equal iff 
they derrote the same A-process: i/p)=i/p'). Moreover, p is said to be less active thcn p, wrt 
A, iff iA(jJ)~)/P'). That is, ~A partially orders the A-processes according to their activity. 
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The envisaged fLC algebra is easily established: 

where 

fL C = < lfLC I < I, > ,-flC' flC 

lfiCI = {S: S <=E* 1\ O<#S<#w) 

~flc = {<S,S'>: pc(SJ=pc(S')I\ S'c::. S) 

I, -('l ? c flc - m flC' e.flc 10r e E E, e':tzc for e E E, +JLJ 

nif_p.c : --4 lfLC I 

e~c : lfiCI -7 lfiCI 

e':tzc : lfLCI -7 lfLCI 

+flc : lfiCI l.fLCI -7 l.fLCI 

nil_rrc = {E) 

e~c(SJ = {E) U {es: SES) 

e':tzc(SJ = {es: SE S) 

+flc(S,S') = 5 U 5' 

It is Straightforward to prove the following result: PROPJ: The Irpo algebra fLC is gen
erated. That is, for any SE lfiC I there is a jJE Tr. such that [fpll=S. 

lnequational inference system 

We now want to give a syntactical characterization of the fLC model through a suitably 
correct and complete inequational inference system. But bcfore we need to recall a few con
cepts. As usual, an inequation with variables in X is of the form ~p, where p and p are 
terms of ~00. Given a set In of inequations (said to be the proper axioms), we establish the 
least set of inequations dc(In) containing In as well as u)~p:jJE Tr.(.A')) (reflexivity), and closed 
for transitivity, Substitution and instantiation. This set is called the derivation-closure of In 
and contains all the theorems we can derive from In. Thus, we write Inf- ~P' iff ~p'e dc(In). 

It is worthwhilc to recall the Substitution and instantiation rules, respectively: 

P/;P1', ... , Pk~Pk' f- /Pl' ... ,p)sf(pl', ... ,A') 
~p f- pp~pp for every variable Substitution p 

Within this inequational inference system it is possible to use equations as abbreviations 
of the corresponding inequations (in both directions). That is, p = p is an abbreviation of ~p 
and p~p. 

The idea is to identify a set I~c of proper axioms such that psp' is a theorem iff [[pll<_,Lc[[p'll. 
It is not difficult to arrive at the tollowing set: 

I~c = {A1,A2,A3) U {A4.: eE E) U {A5.: eE E] U {A6_: eE E] 
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where (adopting the variables x, y and z) 

Al .x+x=x 

A2 .x+y=ytx 

A3 x+(ytz)=(x+y)+z 

A4 e!(x+y)=e.x+e.y 
e 

AS e!xtnil=e?x e 

A6 e?~e!x 
e 

This set is close to the one given in [13] for PS. Naturally, the axiom x+nil=x had to be 
replaced (by AS) and the activity axiom schema (A6) had to be added. Note also that distribu
tivity of passive prefixing over choice can be derived from the axioms above. 

The correctness of dc(In_p.c) is easily verified. PROP2: For every p,p'E Tr., Inflcf- p~· 

implies [fp ]]~flc[[p']]. 
Morcover, the inference system is also complete. PROP3: For every p,p'E T r.' [[p ]]sflJfp']] 

implies l1tflc'r-p~·. This is a non trivial result. Wc only outline the proof herein. For details 
sec [3]. 

First we identify in T;;, the subset Cr. of canonical terms. Assurne that each sequence 
SEE* is mapped to a process term J.l(s) as follows: J.l(E) is the process term nil; for n>O, 
J.l(e1 ... e,) is the process term et .. en!. Then, a process term is said to be canonical iff it is of the 
form + 11 (s) for some non-empty, finite subset S of E *. Clearly, + 1 lJ.l(s) degenerates into 

SEg-"' ' SE r 

J.l(r). The process term nil is canonical because it has the form + sefelJ.l(s). So is, for instance, 
e

1
!+e

1
!e

2
!. But not e

1
!e}. 

The following Iemma can easily be established by induction on the structure of the pro
cess term: For every PE Tr., Infl} P=\Errpn J.l(s). That is, any term is reducible to a canonical 
term, the equality being derivable from In.tzc· 

Hence, it remains to prove the completeness for canonical terms: For every p,p'E CP 
[fp ]]sflJfp']] implies Inflc f-p~·. The proof is made by induction on the cardinality of [[P'll, 
using the following auxilliary result: In Jicf- J.l(r )+J.l(s ):SJ.l(r) provided that s E pc({r)). 

As a corollary of propositions 1, 2 and 3 we can obtain the initiallity of the l.r-po algebra 
flC among all algebras satisfying In.tzc· 

In the sequel, it will be important to make explicit thc alphabet of event<J. Thus we derrote 
by JLC(E) the set of JLC-processes over the alphabet E. Moreover, lflC I will derrote the set of 
all pairs of the form (E,S) where E is an alphabet and S is a JIC-process over that alphabct E 
(that is SEflC(E)). As we shall see in section 5, lftCI is the class of objects of the category 
of flC-processes. 
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4-A simple model of objects: fOB 

Given a process over an alphabet of event:s E, we obtain an object by endowing the 
process with an alphabet of attributes plus an attribute valuation map providing their values 
after each trace of events. In the sequel we adopt the .fLC modcl of processes, although it 
should be clear that another model can be used instead of .fLC, as long as it distinguishes 
between active and passive processes. 

Thus, herein we define an object ob as a triple composed of an alphabet of events, a 
.fLC-process over that alphabet, and an observation structure over that alphabet: 

where: 

ob= (E, S, 0 

E is a countable set (the alphabet of events); 

S is a .fLC-process over E (the behaviour), that is: SE.fLC(E) and (l,_~S)E lflCI; 

V = (A,a) is the attribute observation structure over E, that is: 

A is a set (the alphabet of attributes); 

a: E * --7 Obs is the primitive attribute valuation map, where: 

Obs c 2A®integer 

such that a(E) = 0. 

The map a returns a collection of attribute-value pairs for each finite sequence of events 
(even if the sequence is not in pc(S)). Given such a sequence s of events, for each aE A, if 
there is no integer i such that (a,i)E a(s) we say that the attribute a is undefined after the 
sequence s. It may happen that no attribute is defined after some trace ( whenever a returns 
the empty Observation). It may also happen that an attribute is given more than one value 
(when a returns an observation containing more than one pair for that attribute). Thus, wrt 
attribute values this model allows for nondeterminism. 

Naturally, we can equivalently Iook at a as a map from E * into the set of functions from 
A into zinteger. Then, a(s)(a) denotes the set of values of attribute a after the sequence s. 

For the sake of simplicity we are considering that all attributes are integer valued, but the 
framework is easily extended to a many-sorted data universe. 

Clearly, at a given "time", the state of the object is derived from the sequence of events 
that have already happencd until then. 
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As an example of a passive object consider the following <<Stack,,: 

~tack = {new, drop, pop) U {push(i): ie integer) 

A.tack = {top, empty) 

Typically, the valuation map is specified using a suitable action logic language. Adopting 
the language proposed in [10], we write the following equations about astack' for every iE integer 
and se E*: 

[new]empty = 1 
[push(i)]empty = 0 
[push(i)~pop~s]empty = [s]empty 
[push(i)]top = i 
[push(i)~pop~s]top = [s]top 

Piease note that, for any state r, the term [s]a denotes the value(s) of attribute a after the 
sequence rs. Naturaly, for that state r, the term a denotes the value(s) of attribute a after the 
sequence r. 

Wrt the behaviour of the stack there ls not much to specify, since it is a passive object 
accepting almost any sequence of events. We only want to allow the happening of a pop event 
only if the stack is not empty (that is, only if empty = 0). Still using the action language above 
we write: 

{empty = 0} pop 

This form of safety constraint is very common: in general {c}e means that, for any state r, 
the event e is allowed only if condition c is true in that state. 

No matter how we specify the behaviour, we should get a set of (finite) life-cycles: 

S:tack = {se E*: V 1E E* r.popE pc(s) => a(r)(empty)=(O)} 

This example shows why we wanted to consider the map a defined over E * and not 
only over the prefixes of adrnissible life-cycles. 

As another example consider the active object "user" willing to rnake a stack with the first 
three positive integer powers of 2: 

E = {begin, end, new) U {l)ush(z): ie integer} 
user 

A =0 
user 

In this case, the map a is constantly equal to 0. On the other band, the intended be
haviour is easily specified in the same action language as follows: 

begin~new~push(2)~push(4)~push(8)~end 
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That is, using the equivalent process term of Tr., we have: 

suser = [[new push(2) push(4) push(8)Jl 

Obviously, we would like to combine these two objects (user and stack) in order to ob
tain the composite objecr displaying rheir joint behaviour (taking into account the shared events). 
Thar we shall do in secrion 6. Bur before we need to introduce the mechanisms for combining 
processes. 

In the sequel, the set of all objects as defined above will be denoted by lfOB I: the dass 
of objects of the catcgory JOB to be introduced in section 6. 

5 - Putting processes together: parallel composition 

The basic form of combining processcs is parallel composition. The parallel composirion of 
two independent processes can be modeled through rhe free interleaving of the component'i 
lifc-cyclcs. When the components interact, the resulring behaviour can be more difficulr ro de
scribe, depending on the form of interaction. We shall consider only two forms: event sharing 
and event calling. 

These two basic form<; of process interaction have been found to be sufficient in practice 
(at least wrr object behaviour). The former corrcsponds to having a non-empty intcrsection of 
the event alphabets: the joinr life-cycles still appear as interleavings of the components life
cycles, but .. gJuing together" the common events. As an example consider the sharing of events 
between the «User" and the «Stack" objects in the previous section. This is a symmetrical form of 
interacrion. 

Although effective in some cases, (symmetrical) event sharing is not convenient when we 
do need some sort of assymmetrical interaction. That would be the case if we wanted two 
different .. use· objects to be able to push into the .. stack· without making a push made by user

1 

also a push in the life of user
2 

and vice-versa! 
A partial order » is assumed to exist over the alphabet of events. This partial order is 

necessary for the event calling mechanism. For rhat reason, rhe partial order » is known as 
the calling relation. The intuition is the following: when an event e «happcns", all events 
called by e also .. happen". This wlll be discussed and illustrared at the end of section 6. 

The ser of finite life-cycle processes over an alphabet E of events endowcd with a calling 
partial order will be denoted by flC"(E). Note thatflC(t.}Cfl(JE) in rhe sense rhat we can 
Iook at the original flC-processes as flC"-processes endowed with the trivial identity partial 
order. In the sequel, lftC" I will derrote the set of all pairs of the form [(E,» ),S] where (E,») 
is an alphabet endowed with a calling partial order and S is a flC-process over that alphabet 
E [that is SEflC(E)]. 

As remarked before, throughout the paper we retain the so called interleaving model of 
parallelism. Our results have yet to be extended to a non-interleaving model of true concur
rency. 
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Returning to the parallel composition of two indcpendent processes (the case of n pro
cesses does not raise any difficulty), Iet us consider the following flC"-processes: 

pri = [(EI,>>l),~J 
pr

2 
= [(E

2
,»),S) 

The envisaged parallel composition (assuming no intcraction) will bc: 

where: 

»/B»2 = {(el'e)E (E/(BE)®(~ffiE): (e
1
,e)J.EIE » 1 V (el'e2)1E2E » 2) 

Sill 52 = {SE (EltBE)*: sJ.E]E sl 1\ siEZE S) 

where tB stands for the disjoint union, ® for the cartcsian product, and J. for projections re
versing the alphabet injections. The set of joint life-cycles is the envisaged frce intcrleaving of 
the life-cyclcs in 5

1 
with those of 5

2 
(after renaming via the alphabct injections). The resulting 

calling relation is the least po in E
1 
ffiE

2 
that rcflccts the calling relations of both components 

(also after renaming). 

Process rnorpt.üsrns 

The reasoning above suggests that a suitable norion of process morphism (enriching the 
notion of set-theoretical event map) could Iead to obtaining pr

1 
I I pr

2 
as "the" coproduct of pr

1 
and pr

2 
(unique up to isomorphism). Such a notion should make isomorphic only processes 

with identical alphabets and life-cycle sets Cup to injectivc renaming of cvents). The solution is 
trivial if we considcr only injective event maps. But, as we shall sec later on for the case of 
interacting processes, in general we also need non-injective maps. Indeed we shall need coe
qualizcrs since, for instance, parallel composition appcars as the pushout of the two processes 
over the shared events. Adapting from [6], we arrive at the following (most general) notion of 
process morphism. 

A process morphism h: pr
1 
~ pr

2 
is an event map h: EI ~ E

2 
such that: 

(1) The calling inheritance condition (CIC) is satisfied: 

Ve,ee ~: e»/ => h(e)»
2
h(e) 

(2) The life-cycle inheritance condition (LIC) is satisfied: 

V S
2
E 5

2 
::ls

1
E ~: s

1
E fr(s) 

whcre 
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and 

htc-(e) = PERM({e: h(e)=e}) 

where, as expected, 
PERM(Z) is the set of all permutation sequences of elements of set Z. 

Requirement (1) means that the process morphism is a po morphism between the par
tially ordered alphabets of events. Requirement (2) is easily understood: every life-cycle of pr

2 

should correspond to a life-cycle of pr
1 

when events are mapped back. 

Category of processes 

With these morphisms we establish a category of processes (that we shall denote by 
flC») whose objects are the j1C»-processes and whose arrows are the morphisms we just 
introduced. Indeed, it is Straightforward to verify that these process morphisms compose and 
that this composition is associative. Moreover, it is trivial to recognize the identity morphisms. 

Let us examine the properlies of this category vis a vis the parallel composition of pro
cesses without and with interaction. As we said, we hope to obtain the joint behaviour of two 
independent processes through the coproduct construction. And we also expect to obtain the 
joint behaviour of two processes sharing an event through the pushout construction. Within the 
framework of a closely related category of objects, these goals had already been achieved in [6]. 
The main novelty will be the construction of the joint behaviour of two processes in the pres
ence of event calling. 

When calculating colimits in flC» we shall make extensive use of the corresponding 
constructions in c§ET (the category of countable sets) and in cPO (the category of partial 
orders over countable sets). For instance, disjoint union is obtained via the coproduct construc
tion in c§ET. Recall that these categories are fully cocomplete: colimits exist for all the dia
grams that we shall consider in this paper (and much more, but that is irrelevant). Comments 
on the cocompleteness of fJLC» and fOB>~ (to be introduced in section 6) will be delayed until 
the concluding remarks. 

Parallel composition of non-interacting processes 

Consider agairr the two following j1C»-processes: 

pr
1 

= [(E
1
,»

1
),S) 

prz = [(Ez,»z),Sz] 

Assuming no interaction, we would like to obtain their parallel composition pr
1 
I I pr

2 
as the 

coproduct in fJLC» (the process pr
1 
I I pr

2 
in fig. 5.1 with the injections in

1 
and in

2
): for every pr 
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such that there are morphisms J; and fz respectively from p~ and pr
2 

into pr, there should exist 
a unique morphism k pr

1
11pr

2 
~ pr fulfilling J; = in

1
; k and fz = in

2
; k (that is, ensuring the 

commutativity of the diagram). 

~ ~ 
prl ------'-------1•• pr, I I pr, ..... .--------'---- pr2 

pr 

Fig. 5.1 

This is rather easy to verify capitalizing on the coproduct constructions in cSET and cPO. 
Indeed, E

1 
ffiE

2 
is the coproduct of the alphabct<> (taking in

1 
and in

2 
as the sct injections from 

each of the alphabets into their disjoint union). Moreover, (J~ffi/c~,» 1ffi») is the coproduct of 
the event partial ordcrs ( whcre »

1 
ffi» 

2 
is as described before: the "disjoint union" of the two 

partial orders). Thus, it remains to verify that the set morphism<> (also po morphisms) in
1
, in

2 

and k do fulfil the life-cycle inheritance condition (LIC). In any case, the uniqueness of k is 
ensured already by the coproduct construction in c§ET. 

The fact that in
1 

and in
2 

fulfil the LIC is very simple to prove because they are injective 
maps. In such cases, the LIC simply requires that the projection on the map domain of each 
codomain life-cycle must be a domain life-cycle. But that was precisely our choice above for 
5

1
115

2
: {SE (E

1
ffiEl: s..i-E

1
E 5

1
/\ s..i-E

2
E S). 

Finally, recalling from the construction in c§ET that k is J;r:.Bfz, it is simple agairr to verify 
the satisfaction of the LIC by k. Indeed, consider any SES. We have to find at least one SES 
belonging to lr(S). Some s in the set in

1
(s

1
) I I in

2
(s), where s1E 5

1 
fulfils the LIC wrt J; [that is 

SIEJ;<-(s)] and S2E 52 does so for fz, will do because that set is included in s] I I s2. Just pick the 
right interleaving sequence that reflects that in s. 

In conclusion, binary coproducts exist in- ftC» and provide the disjoint parallel 
composition of the argument processes: disjoint union of alphabets and calling relations, 
plus free interleaving of the life-cycles. This result is easily extended to finite and even to small 
coproducts, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Parallel composition of event sharing processes 

Consider again two JLC»-processes pr
1 

and pr
2
, but now assume that they are sharing a 

single event e. That is, the alphabet of their parallel composition pr
1
ll.pr

2 
should correspond to 

the set-theoretic union of the two alphabets, assuming that their intersection is (e}. Within cSlET, 
this corresponds to a pushout construction. Thus, Jet us try it within our category fJLC». 

(({e ),e»el),{ e )') 

pr, k1 • P'i I I ,pr2 .. k, 
pr, 

I k 

I 
I 

~ 
pr 

Fig. 5.2 

Consider fig 5.2. Let us calculate the pushout process pr
1
llepr

2 
(that is, the colimit over the 

inverted V-diagram composed of arrows g
1 

and g
2 

and their common domain- the process 
(((e), (e»e)),(e)*) at the top of the figure). 

Note that the vertex of the inverted V is a process with a single event in the alphabet (the 
event e we want to share), the (unique) trivial partial ordcr over it, and containing all possible 
sequences of that event as life-cycles. Thus, sharing the event e means sharing this entire pro
cess. Note that, in this way we ensure that the event maps g

1 
and g

2 
are indeed process mor

phisms. 
The calculation in cSlET is made as follows: first obtain the coproduct E/ttJE

2 
and then 

apply the coequalizer of g
1
; in

1 
and g

2
; in

2
. The rcsult is Cup to isomorphism): 
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The calculation in clPO Ieads to (also up to isomorphism): 

» EB » = tc (( » EB» n (Effil1 - {in (g (e)), in (g (e))))2) u {e»e } ) 
le2 I 2 1'-':z II 22 

where tc denotes the transitive closure operation. 
Finally, wrt the life-cycles we obtain as desired 

Only this last assertion needs verification, since the previous ones are known in cSJET and 
clPO, respectively. The most dircct way is similar to what we did for coproducts: it is Straight
forward to verify that the evcnt maps kl' ~ and k do satisfy the LIC. 

In conclusion, pushouts over a single event exist in flLC» and provide the para
llel composition of the argument processes: "union· of alphabets, transitive closure of the 
"union" of the calling relations, and interleaving of the life-cycles "glued together· at the shared 
event. 

Parallel composition of event calling processes 

As we have just seen, colimits over some standard diagrams within ac» model both the 
parallel composition of two independent processes and the parallel composition of two proc
esses sharing a common event. 

The question now arises: is it possible to find a simple diagram whose colimit is the 
complex object resulting from putting tagether two objects when one of them "calls" the other? 
Again, the answer is yes. The diagram is called an inverted W-diagram because of its character
istic shape (see fig. 5.3). 

Note that the processes pr and pr
2 

do not share any event! The interaction goes through 
the middle vertex of the W: Cdel'e),{e?>e2,e1»el'e2»e)),{el'el). This process imposes the de
sired call e

1
»e

2
• 

The calculation of the colimit pr proceeds along the !irres used for coproducts and pushouts: 
we determine the resulting alphabet and partial order within cSJET and clPO respectively; then 
we determine the set of life-cyles. It is straighttorward to obtain: 

»EB » ""tc(»EB» U{k(e)»k(e))) 
1 el»e2 2 1 2 0 I 0 2 

In conclusion, colimits over a single event call (e ?>e 
2
) exist in fJLC». Note that the 

call (e?>e) is only reflected in the partial ordering of the resulting colimit process. We delay 
until the next section further comments and illustration of this construct. 

Note that mutual event calling (say e?>e2 and e?>e
1
) amounts to event sharing (e

1
=e

2
). 
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(([e
1
),{e

1
»e

1
)),{e

1
)') (((e,),{e,»e)),{e)') 

pr, (({e
1 
,e2),{~» q, .. .}),{ ~· e

2
)') 

pr, 

pr 

Fig. 5.3 
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6 - Putting objects together: aggregation 

Like processes, objects may be combined into ,]arger· objects, that display the joint behav
iour of the components. This operation is known as aggregation in the field of object-oriented 
programming. At the process Ievel, it corresponds to parallel composition. Aggregation of inde
pendent (non-interacting objects) is rather simple, likc in the c:ase of processes. In the presence 
of interaction, aggregation is more complicated, also like it is for processes. 

Object interaction is traditionally classified into two categories: memory sharing and com
munication. According to the proposed model, the former corresponds to attribute sharing 
and the latter eilher to event sharing or to event calling. Attribute sharing and event sharing 
are special cases of object sharing (as originally recognised in [9]) which, naturally, also ex
plains component sharing in general. Herein, we shall not discuss attribute sharing. 

The idea is to enrich the concepts and construct'l of the previous section endowing proc
esses with attribute observation structures. But before we have to enrich the notion of object in
troduced in section 4 in order to introduce the calling relation. Accordingly, an object ob is 
now taken to be composed of a partially ordered event alphabet, a behaviour, and an attribute 
observation structure: 

ob = [(E,» ),S, V] 

The only differcnce is the inclusion of the partial ordcr » over E. Both S and V remain 
as before. However, as we shall explain in detail at thc end of this section, the valuation map 
is now interpreted as a function of sequences of ·clusters" of events (cach ,duster" is composed 
by all the events called by a given event). Since the choice of the event uniquely determines 
the duster we can retain E* as the domain of the valuation map. 

In the sequel, the set of all objects as just defined will be denoted by I fOB» I. \Y!e are 
now ready to introduce the notion of object morphism. 

Object morphisms 

An object morphism h: ob
1 
~ ob

2 
is a pair (h

8
, h) composed of a process mor

phism 

and an attribute map 

such that the Observation inheritance condition (OIC) is satisfied: 
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where 

for any pE Obs
2

• 

Comparing with the dcfinition given in [6], the only difference is the addition of the CIC 
(implicit in the requircment that hE be a process morphism) wrt the calling relations that were 
not considered therein. 

The category of objects 

With these morphisms we establish a category of objects (that we shall denote by fOB») 
whose objects are the objects above using partially ordered alphabets of events and whose 
arrows are the morphisms we just introduced. Indeed, again, it is trivial to verify that these 
object morphisrns compose and that this composition is associative. Moreover, it is also trivial to 
recognize the identity morphisrns. 

The full subcategory of thc category OB introduced in [6] containing those objects only 
with finite life-cycles corresponds naturally to thc full subcategory fOB of :fOB» containing 
those objects that are endowed with the trivial identity partial order. 

\X'e are now ready to characterize the aggregation of objects (without and \vith interaction) 
as colimits in this category. It will be a straighttorward cxtcnsion of the results of the previous 
section, taking into account the attributes and their valuation. 

Aggregation of non-interacting objects 

The coproduct construction presented in thc previous section for proccsses is enriched 
with the disjoint union of attributes A

1 
$~ and the "sum· a

1 
+a

2 
of the valuation maps, defined 

as follows for each SE (E
1
$El: 

Clearly, we are extending attribute maps to observations as expected: 

hß(a,i), .. .)) = {(h/a),i), .. .) 

We have only to verify that the observation inheritance constraint is verified by the attri
bute maps used in the construction (refcr to fig. 5.1 adapting it to objects and object mor
phisrns): in1A, in2A and kA. This is easily done. 
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Thus, binary coproducts exist in fOB» and provide the disjoint aggregation of the 
argument objects: disjoint union of alphabet of events and disjoint parallel composition of 
behaviours, plus disjoint union of alphabets of attributes and addition of valuation maps. Again, 
this result is easily extended to finite and even to small coproducts. 

As an example consider the coproduct of the objects stack and user introduced in section 
4: stack I I user. Note that we are extending the traditional notation for process parallel compo
sition (I I) to object aggregation, since they are so closely related. For instance, the alphabet of 
the resulting aggregation contains two distinct "POP• events, say stack.pop and user.pop in a no
tation that shows their different origins. This is not quite what we have in mind for putting 
tagether these two objects: instead we would like them to share (or to call) the stack events 
(eg pop's and push's), as will be analysed in the sequel. 

Aggregation of event sharing objects 

The pushout construction for processes has to be enriched with the disjoint union of at
tributes A

1 
EE>4_ and the «SUfi• a

1 
+a

2 
of the valuation maps (extending the definition given above 

for the sum of the valuation maps by replacing in
1 

and in
2 

by k
1 

and k
2
, respectively: see 

fig. 5.2). It is straighttorward to verify that the resulting object is the envisaged pushout wirhin 
fOB». We derrote this object by ob1 II e ob2• 

Thus, pushouts over a single event exist in fOB» and provide the aggregation of 
the argument objects: "union· of alphabets of events and pushout of behaviours, plus disjoint 
union of alphabets of attributes and sum of valuation maps. 

These two constructions (coproduct and pushout) were already known wirhin the setring 
of the category OB (see [6]). Let us now see how the partial order on events is used for ex
plaining the event calling interaction mechanism between two objects. 

But before consider again the objects stack and user. For instance, the aggregation 
stack I I newuser corresponds to putting tagether the stack and the user while sharing only the 
event new. Of course, this construction can be extended to sharing several events. 

Aggregation of event calling objects 

The aggregation of two objects ob
1 

and ob
2 

in the presence of single event calling (say 
e
1
»e

2
) is also easily abtairred enriching the W-colimit of the underlying processes with the 

disjoint union of atributes and the sum of valuation maps. We derrote this colimir objecr by 
ob

1 
I I •I»& ob

2
• Note that the call (e?>e

2
) is only reflected in the partial ordering of the resulr

ing colimir objecr. 
Clearly, the W-colimits over a single event call (e?>e) exist in fOE». Let us exam

ine in detail the pracrical significance of such a construction. 
Consider rhe following three objects: stack, userl and user2. The stack is as introduced in 

section 4. The orher two objects are isomorphic copies of the object user also introduced in 
that section. The main interest of the W-colimit over a call like newl»new by objects userl 
and stack is to make sure that every newl event (of userl) implies a new event (of stack), but 
not vice-versa. Otherwhise, we would also identify newl with new2, that is, the two user ob
jects interacting via the stack would have their events synchronized! 
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With event calling we avoid the symmetry of event sharing. In this case (considering only 
the new events for the moment) what we want is the colirnit of the following diagrarn: 

new 1 

/~ 
user 1 new l»new 

new 

new2 Stack 

user 2 new 2»new 

Note that the two event callings (newl»new and new2»new) only affect the partial 
order of the events in the colirnit object. But what we want is to make sure that whenever 
newl happens the effects of new should take place (and sirnilarly for new2). By "effects" we 
mean consequences both on attribute valuation and on further event interactions (for instance, 
if the event push calls or is identified to the event xyz of some other object). 

With respect to any further event interaction, the fact that event calling is reflected in the 
partial order of the events of the colimit is enough. Indeed, transitivity and reflexivity guarantee 
that. 

On the other hand, with respect to attribute valuation, things are a bit trickier. Indeed, 
after the event new of stack, the attribute empty takes the value 1 (recall the specification given 
in section 4). Thus we would like the same to happen in the colirnit object whenever newl 
happens (and the same for new2). Changing the partial order of events does not seem to do 
the job, since the valuation is given by the map a that was not affected by the calls according 
to our construction. 

However, we must Iook at the valuation map a from a different point of view. Although 
we say that a maps sequences of events into observations as before, in the presence of calls 
the observation a(e

1 
... e) represents the observation after the sequence of "clusters" e/' ... e/', 

where each et={e: e?>e ). Since each event uniquely determines its duster, there was no need 
to make a a map from sequences of clusters into observations. Obviously, the same applies to 
the set S of life-cycles: each life-cyde is still a sequence of events, but where each of them 
stands for the corresponding duster. That is, when an event «happens" we take that as the 
happening of all events in its duster. Note that in the absence of calls every duster is a single 
set and we return to the original view. 

Thus, in the case at hand, in the colimit object over the diagram above, für instance, 
a(startl newl) denotes the observation after the sequence startlA newlA, that is, after the se
quence of dusters {startl}{newl,new}. The same reasoning applies to new2. 
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Clearly, when calculating attribute observations in the presence of a calls, every valuation 
rule applies to clusters and not simply to events. For example, the rule 

[new)empty = 1 

applies also to every duster containing new, namely the duster of new1. But that is more an 
issue of the semantics of our object description language than an issue of the category of 
objects. 

Again, as already pointed out for processes, mutual event calling by two objects amounts 
to event sharing. 

Finally, note that we can easily extend the W-colimit construction to situations of multiple 
calling by the same object (eg user1 calls several events of stack) and/or of different calls of 
the same event by different objects (like in the diagram above). 

7- Conduding remarks 

We presented a mathematical model for objects displaying finite, deterministic behaviour, 
either active or passive. Objects appear as processes endowed with attributes. Although we 
used a specific process model, it should be clear that the object concept can be built upon any 
other more sophisticated process model (eg allowing for nondeterministic and/or infinite proc
esses). Naturally, this seems to be an interesting line of research. However, we stress the basic 
requirements that the candidate process modcl should fulfil: (1) ability to distinguish active from 
passive objects, since that distinction is essential to the object view of the computer system; (2) 
sufficient cocompleteness of the associated category of processes so that parallel compositions 
appear as colimits. 

Actually, the category flLC» (as weil as flLC) of proccsses it is not fully cocomplcte, not 
even countably cocomplete. Indeed, for instance, it is very simple to find multiple event sharing 
situations where the construction proposed in section 5 does not produce a colimit (that is, the 
process we obtain is not a colimit: there is no colimit). It seems that this is the case whenever 
the behaviours of the argument processes allow for the possibility of deadlock, but this issue 
needs further research. 

Anyway, flLC» is sufficiently cocomplete in the sense that we can explain the different 
sorts of parallel composition (without or with interaction) as colimits. Moreover, that high de
gree of cocompleteness carries through to fOB» making possible to calculate the aggregation 
of a community of interacting objects as a colim.it. The resulting object will be the colim.it of 
the entire interaction diagram (in the absence of such deadlock situations). 

It should be stressed that, although our main objective was the presentation of objects as 
enriched processes (with trace dependent attributes), along the way we presented a simple model 
for finite, determlnistic processes dealing explicitly with their liveness, including a sound and 
complete inequational inference system. Within this context, the algebraic approach to the the
ory of processes presented in [13] was most helpful. For another process model also covering 
liveness but dealing with nondeterministic processes see [3]. 

Moreover, we also introduced the notion of process morphism and gave a categorial ac
count of parallel compositon, following previous work along these lines but on the context of 
objects (see [9, 8) and, more recently, [6]). We are now actively applying these ideas to other 
process models, namely including nondeterminism. 
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